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ABSTRACT

Recent experiments on DIII–D point to the importance of two factors in determining the rate
at which deuterium particles can be pumped at the divertor target(s): (1) the divertor magnetic
balance, i.e., the degree to which the divertor topology is single-null (SN) or double-null (DN),
and (2) the direction of the of B B× ∇  ion drift with respect to the X-point(s). Changes in
divertor magnetic balance near the DN shape have a much stronger effect on the pumping rate at
the inner divertor target(s) than on the pumping rate at the outer divertor target(s). The behavior
in the particle pumping observed at the inner and outer divertor target(s) in the DN and near-DN
shapes suggests a redistribution of particles that would be expected in the presence of B B× ∇
and E B×  ion particle drifts in the scrapeoff layer (SOL) and divertor(s).
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I. INTRODUCTION

Previous studies of non-actively pumped DIII–D discharges showed that small variations in
the magnetic balance near the double-null (DN) configuration can have sizable effects on plasma
behavior in the scrapeoff layer (SOL) and in the divertor. The magnetic balance affects the
poloidal distributions at the divertor targets of heat and particle fluxes [1,2], the edge localized
mode (ELM)-driven particle pulses [3], and the plasma recycling [4]. In addition, ion particle
drifts, such as B B× ∇  and E B×  drifts [5,6], also are thought to contribute to these observed
poloidal “asymmetries” [7,8].

In this paper, we present the results of recent experiments in DIII–D, which focus on how
active particle pumping is affected by changes in the magnetic balance and in the direction of the
toroidal magnetic field BT. We describe our experimental setup in Section II, present our results
in Section III, and discuss these results in Section IV.
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II.  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Three examples of the poloidal cross-sections used in this study are shown in Fig. 1(a)
unbalanced upper DN, (b) balanced DN, and (c) unbalanced lower DN. In this paper, we refer to
the shapes in Fig. 1(a) and 1(c) as “upper SN” and “lower SN”, respectively. These plasmas
exhibit Type-1 ELMing [9] and have good energy confinement, i.e., τ τE E89P  = (2.1–2.5),
where τE89P  is the 1989 L–mode energy confinement scaling [10]. Repeat shots were taken
until the graphite tiles that protect the interior vessel were conditioned and reproducibility of
shots was demonstrated.

In-vessel pumping was done from two poloidal locations [Fig. 1(a)]. One of these pumps is
located inside the “dome” plenum and exhausted particles at the upper inner divertor target. The
second pump is located under the “baffle” plenum and exhausted particles at the upper outer
divertor target. The locations of the divertor legs were chosen to maximize the respective
pumping rates. The rate at which particles were exhausted by the dome pump ΓDOME  (or baffle
pump ΓBAF ) was calculated from the product of the neutral pressure measured in the dome
plenum (or baffle plenum) and the measured pumping speed S . Representative pumping speeds
were ≈15 m s3  for the dome cryopump and ≈35 m s3  for the upper baffle cryopump. Analysis
indicates that before a neutral entering the plenum reaches the neutral pressure gauge, the
deuterium has been thermalized by multiple collisions with the plenum structure and is in
molecular form.

To quantify the divertor magnetic balance, we define the quantity dRsep as R RL U−( ) ,
where RL is the radius of the lower divertor separatrix flux surface at the outer midplane and RU
is the radius of the upper divertor separatrix flux at the outer midplane. For example, R RU L<
and dRsep = +1.2 cm for the upper SN case shown in Fig. 1(a).

Dome Cryopump opening

(dRsep = +1.2 cm) (dRsep = 0) (dRsep = –1.2 cm)

Baffle Cryopump opening
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. The three basic equilibria used in this study: (a) DN biased toward the upper divertor
( dRsep = +1.2 cm), (b) balanced DN ( dRsep = 0), and (c) DN biased toward the lower divertor
( dRsep = –1.2 cm). The “dome” and “baffle” pumps exhaust particles at the upper inner leg
divertor target and upper outer leg divertor target, respectively. The “primary” separatrix is shown
as a heavy line; the secondary separatrix is shown as a lighter line. Characteristic parameters: Ip =
1.2 MA, BT  = 1.85 T, and PINJ  = 6-11 MW.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

3.1. DEPENDENCE OF Γ ΓDOME BAF  ON MAGNETIC BALANCE

The ratio of inner to outer pumping rates, Γ ΓDOME BAF , decreased steadily, as the magnetic
balance changed from an upper SN to a lower SN (Fig. 2). This decrease was observed for both
B B× ∇  ion particle drift directions (i.e., toward the upper divertor and away from the upper
divertor). In either B B× ∇  ion drift direction, the relative importance of ΓDOME  to ΓBAF
decreased by roughly a factor of 2, for dRsep = (+1 cm → 0 cm), and decreased further as the
plasma shape became a lower SN (i.e., dRsep < 0).

3.2.  DEPENDENCE OF Γ ΓDOME BAF  ON THE B B× ∇  ION PARTICLE DRIFT DIRECTION

The ratio Γ ΓDOME BAF  was significantly different for cases with opposite B B× ∇  ion drift
directions but with the same dRsep. In the balanced DN case of Fig. 2, ΓBAF  is approximately a
factor of five greater than ΓDOME  when the B B× ∇  ion drift is directed away from the X-point
in the upper divertor. However, ΓBAF  is only one third higher than ΓDOME  when the B B× ∇
ion drift is directed toward the X-point in the upper divertor.
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Fig.2. The ratio Γ ΓDOME BAF  depends on dRsep for cases where the B B× ∇  direction is toward
the upper divertor (solid circles) and toward the lower divertor (solid squares).

3.3.  DEPENDENCE OF ΓDOME  AND ΓBAF  ON dRsep

A particle balance calculation shows how ΓDOME  and ΓBAF  depend individually on dRsep:

0 = − − − −Γ Γ Γ ΓINJ DOME BAF WALL cdN dt    , (1)

where ΓINJ( )  is the neutral beam fueling rate, dN dtc( )  the rate that particles enter the plasma
system (if positive), and ΓWALL( ) the rate that particles are lost to the graphite tiles protecting
the vessel walls, including the lower divertor (if positive). For the cases where the B B× ∇  ion
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drift is toward the upper divertor, Fig. 3 shows that ΓDOME  is clearly sensitive to small changes
in magnetic balance near DN. Between dRsep = 0.0 cm and +1.2 cm, however, ΓBAF  is
insensitive to change in dRsep.
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Fig. 3. ΓDOME  changed much more than ΓBAF  between dRsep = +1 to dRsep = –1 cm. The
values of ΓINJ ,  ΓDOME , ΓBAF , and dN dtc  were determined by measurement, while ΓWALL
was deduced from Eq. (1). The data were characterized by ne,PED  =
(0.37-0.40) ×1020, ΓINJ  = (11–17) torr liter/s. The direction of the B B× ∇  ion particle drift was
toward the upper divertor.

As the magnetic balance shifts from an upper SN to a balanced DN, the graphite tiles that
protect the vessel walls appear to “pump” an increasingly higher fraction of the plasma exhaust
in order to maintain the pedestal density in “steady state.” For ΓBAF  ≈ +1.2 cm in Fig. 3,
ΓWALL is roughly one-third of the combined dome and baffle pump rates Γ ΓDOME BAF+( ) , so
that in a well-conditioned vessel “steady state” (upper) SN discharges could likely be maintained
over several seconds under these conditions. Figure 3 also suggests that long-pulse operation in
DN under the same density and fueling conditions would require stronger “wall pumping”.

3.4.  DEPENDENCE OF ΓDOME   AND ΓBAF  ON RECYCLING ACTIVITY

Changes in recycling activity in front of the entrance to the plenum is an indicator of changes
occurring in the particle exhaust rate. Figure 4 shows that for both (a) dome and (b) baffle cases,
the number of particles exhausted by either the dome or baffle pumps is approximately
proportional to the recycling taking place adjacent to their respective pump apertures, e.g.,
Γ ΦDOME DOME∝ ( )1 07.  , where the recycling ΦDOME  is characterized by the intensity of the
Dα  light radiating from the front of the entrance to the dome plenum.
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Fig. 4. (a) ΓDOME  and (b) ΓBAF  are plotted as a function of the recycling radiation adjacent to the
opening to their respective dome and baffle plenums.
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IV.  DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The sensitivity of ΓBAF  to changes in dRsep near DN is much less than that of ΓDOME . This
result is largely due to the following. We estimate that the number of particles entering the SOL
from the low BT-field side of the core plasma is 3–4 times higher than the number that enter
from the high BT-field side. This imbalance is due mainly to the larger plasma surface area,
steeper radial density gradients on the low-field side [1], and ELMing activity that expels
particles almost exclusively through the low-field side [3]. As a result, particles that enter the
SOL on the low-field side are the major source of fueling for both upper outer (baffle) target and
the upper inner (dome) target. Although the particle source from the high-field side is lost when
the magnetic balance changes from upper SN to DN, this loss would have only a minor impact
on the total direct particle flow into the upper outer target (and hence the number of particles
available for pumping). On the other hand, changing the magnetic balance from upper SN to DN
severs the direct route of particles from the low-field side to the upper inner divertor, thus
depriving it of the major source of particles available for pumping. Thus, one expects that
changes in the magnetic balance near DN should have a greater effect on ΓDOME  than on ΓBAF .

The above discussion assumes that the number of particles exhausted by either pump is
proportional to the number of particles striking the divertor targets. In turn, this assumes that
neutrals that are “born” at the divertor target, are vectored toward a plenum entrance, and reach
the plenum entrance without undergoing re-ionization, i.e., the mean free ionization pathlength
of these neutrals λei( ) is greater than the distance D( ) from their origin to the cryopump
entrance. Because the divertor separatrix strike points were adjacent to their respective plenum
entrances and because λei > D , we expect that the fraction of the total number of particles
striking the target that are pumped is largely a function of divertor geometry and the ion particle
flux profile closest to the plenum entrance [11].

That pumping rate and recycling are linked by a near-linear relationship, as is shown in
Figs. (4a,b), follows from the above discussion. The intensity of the recycling light near the
openings to the dome and baffle plenums (i.e., ΦDOME  and ΦBAF , respectively) should be
approximately proportional to the particle flux at the targets in front of their respective plenum
entrances [12]. In turn, this leads to: Γ ΦDOME DOME∝  and Γ ΦBAF BAF∝ .

Estimates of the pumping effectiveness depend on geometry (e.g., relative placement of the
separatrix target to the plenum entrance) and the specifics of the pumping system design, and
will not be addressed here. It is interesting, however, to speculate where active particle pumping
might be most effective. For this, the poloidal locations of strong recycling for non-actively
pumped discharges can provide insight, based on the above arguments. Figure 5 plots the ratios
Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  for similar-shaped but non-actively pumped discharges versus dRsep, as
reported previously [4]. Superimposed on Fig. 5 are the Γ ΓDOME BAF  data from Fig. 2. The
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dependence of Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  on dRsep is similar to that of Γ ΓDOME BAF , and both
Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  and Γ ΓDOME BAF  have similar responses to a reversal in the B B× ∇  ion
drift direction. A further examination of this recycling data from non-actively pumped plasmas
also showed that ΦBAF-U was fairly insensitive to changes in dRsep near DN [4], as was ΓBAF ,
and that ΦDOME-U was highly sensitive to changes in magnetic balance near DN [4], as was
ΓDOME .
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ΓBAF
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BAF

Φ
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Fig. 5. Polynomial fits to Γ ΓDOME BAF  for B B× ∇  directed toward the upper divertor (solid
curve) and for B B× ∇  directed away from the upper divertor (dashed curve) are plotted versus
dRsep for the actively pumped plasmas in Fig. 2. Superimposed are the recycling ratios
Φ ΦDOME U BAF -U-  for B B× ∇  directed toward the upper divertor (solid circles) and for
B B× ∇  directed away from the upper divertor (solid boxes) for similar but non-actively pumped
plasmas. The UEDGE-generated recycling ratios at each divertor is modeled for a non-actively
pumped DN case, assuming the B B× ∇  ion drift direction is toward the upper divertor; the
prediction for the “upper divertor” is shown as an open circle and for the “lower divertor” as an
open box.

The above comparisons of Γ ΓDOME BAF  with Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  indicate that similar
physics apply to both. While detailed modeling of the actively-pumped plasmas discussed in this
paper is ongoing, previous modeling of the SOL and divertor of a non-actively pumped DN
plasma using the 2–D fluid modeling edge transport code UEDGE [13] has shown that the
observed asymmetries in Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  (and, by extension, Γ ΓDOME BAF ) were
consistent with the presence of E B×  and B B× ∇  particle drifts. The electric field was mainly
generated by the radial gradient in the electron temperature with respect to the flux surfaces in
the private flux region (PFR) and its direction is always away from the X-point. For example, if
the B B× ∇  ion drift direction was toward the upper divertor of the DN, UEDGE indicates that
the E B×  drift transports ions through the PFR from the outer plate to the inner plate in the
upper divertor, ultimately resulting in an enhanced recycling at that inboard plate. This process
was reversed in the lower divertor, as the E B×  drift transports ions from the inner to the outer
divertor through the PFR, ultimately resulting in a reduced recycling at that inboard plate. Details
of the modeling assumptions are discussed in Ref. 4. The UEDGE qualitative predictions for
Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U  in both upper and lower divertors are shown as open circles and open
squares in Fig. 5, and are consistent with the experimental values of Φ ΦDOME-U BAF-U .
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These results show that particle removal at the divertor targets depends on both the magnetic
balance and the direction of the B B× ∇  particle drift. Particle removal in the DN is particularly
sensitive to changes in magnetic balance, and particle drifts in the SOL and divertor(s) may
further redistribute particles between the inner and outer divertor target(s).
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